


 

disability and their families. This includes, for example, day visitors to the beach at Sorrento Foreshore
Caravan Park.

That these are not currently available removes holiday opportunities for people with mobility difficulties
and high care needs and their carers. It also limits visits by family members of campers requiring such
facilities in what is a very family oriented environment. 
Example: because no facilities are available one family at Sorrento has to set up their own facilities for
showering and toileting their high care needs adult son, even though this is against Foreshore park
rules???? This family would appreciate such facilities.

B. CAMP KITCHENS Camp kitchens are not provided for tent sites at any Foreshore Caravan Parks.
Tent sites are particularly beneficial in allowing holiday access to short stay campers and school
groups or sporting clubs. Providing such facilities should increase overall occupancy of tent sites. I
have observed many tent campers with new equipment who appear to be trying camping for the first
time. These may become future long term campers. 

Providing under cover food preparation and washing up facilities would not only make their stay more
enjoyable it is also a required standards for registered caravan parks.

In the absence of such facilities tent campers have only the laundry sinks (no washing dishes allowed)
or the drains at tap points. Cleaning frequently blocked drains of food scraps is quite unpleasant and
is often undertaken by campers.

Do you currently have money (partial or otherwise) to fund this project?

  No

Do you plan to seek additional funding sources, i.e. grants, donations, etc.

  No

Are there other community members, organisations, businesses, etc. that you are, or might, work
with to help deliver this project?

 
The Forshore Camping Management team; the Foreshore Camping Liaison Committee, Nathan
Kearslet, Manager Strategy and Property, .and Sorrento Foreshore campers in general, who should
be consulted for their well informed understanding of issues and feasibility related to these proposals.

Has funding previously been sought for this project?

  No

Do you want to be heard at the Forward Planning Meeting?

  No

Additional submission details

 

Both of these projects are comparable in scope to the installation of toilet dump points at foreshore
camping parks completed in the current financial year.

The two proposals are related to a separate submission seeking the substantial redevelopment of Rye
West and Sorrento Foreshore Camping and Caravan Parks.
The further submission seeks substantial redevelopment of these Foreshore parks.

At present facilities and services at these two precincts are pretty basic and fall far short of caravan
park standards under the Residential Tenancies legislation and CFA fire safety requirements. In
addition these parks fall way behind the standards and norms of the large majority of Australian
caravan parks. (My wife and I have extensive experience in travelling around Australia.

All or any part of this submission will be made public and I have read the confidentiality statements

  I understand
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